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ORIGINAL ARTWORKS BY PETE REY

ATMOSPHERE
Pete Rey’s latest collection is an artistic exploration of the many spheres between the earth’s
surface and the void of space. The body of work transmits a mixture of serene and powerful
movements, combined with a stunning iridescence of colours found across the expanse
above us. It is Rey’s third art collection, following his first ‘Dimensions’ and second ‘Paradiso’.
Movement is a key component of Rey’s work, giving tremendous energy and a beautiful flow
through each artwork, enhancing the emotional connection with the viewer. For his creations,
Rey takes original inspirational source images and transforms them into unique pieces of
contemporary art through various digital painting techniques. It is a process he has termed
‘Phototranscendence’, which creates strokes much like those of a painters’ brush, whilst
preserving the original colour palette.
Using source images from NASA as inspiration for each piece in the collection, captured from
both space and aerial viewpoints, ‘Atmosphere’ stands as a celebration of the life’s work of
Gordon Miller Bourne Dobson CBE FRS, the great grandfather of the artist. Dobson’s work
on the atmosphere was instrumental in the discovery of the hole in the Ozone layer and
propelled a much greater understanding of the entity as a whole, for which he was awarded
a CBE from the Queen and a Fellowship from Merton College, Oxford.
Producing the collection in mesmerising scales of wall sized proportions and working in a
true 16 bit colour palette (65,536 tones) to deliver stunning image gradations, Rey gives us
an immersive and entirely original style of art creation, bringing with it new perspectives to the
world around us in a series of limited edition artworks.
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THE ARTIST
Rey’s creative journey began at a young age, initially signed to BritArt at the age of 21, selling
abstract fine art photography prints. BritArt were famous for creating an iconic movement
of contemporary art in the 1990s, representing some of todays most established artists and
attracted the interest of industry leading figures, including Charles Saatchi. Rey then applied
his creative talents to create an international production company, completing worldwide
commissions, from which a love of travel and the world’s natural beauty in photography was
born. Returning to the art scene with a wealth of production skills and digital imaging expertise,
Rey brings with him a fresh look of abstract artistry to the fine art world.
Inspired by meditational practice where one can often see auras and movements of light, Rey
takes inspirational original source images and transforms these into entirely new works through
digital painting techniques, producing breathtaking pieces of large format art. Throughout his
work, Rey takes us on a journey, to blur the lines between known dimensions, creating unique
artworks to represent the transcendence of energy flows into what is termed the ‘Quantum’
and beyond. Working as a digital artist but delivering his work as vast immersive prints, Rey
breaks down the traditional separation between the digital and physical artist, using an array
of digital processes to enhance his creative expression but ultimately produces works in awe
inspiring, huge physical forms.
Rey has always been fascinated by the science behind the known world, studying Human
Sciences at University College London in his early twenties and also enjoying a talented grasp
of technology. Applying his love of science, technology and creativity to the artistic process,
he has developed a unique expression of art from a photographic starting point. It is perhaps
no accident that his great grandfather’s most famous work and discoveries were founded
upon the application of unique photographic processes.

AUTHENTICITY
Each of Rey’s hand crafted artworks is available in a limited edition of 12 ultra high definition
lamda prints, individually marked on their exterior for authenticity as part of each series.
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GORDON MILLER BOURNE DOBSON, CBE, FRS
Rey’s great grandfather Gordon Miller Bourne Dobson was an experimentalist of unusual
ingenuity who devoted much of his life to the observation and study of atmospheric ozone.
The results were to be of great importance in leading to an in depth understanding of the
structure and circulation of the stratosphere, with the apparatus he created being instrumental
in the discovery of the hole in the ozone layer. Dobson was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society (FRS) in 1927, awarded their Rumford Medal in 1932 and delivered their Bakerian
lecture in 1945. He won the Chree medal and prize in 1949. He served as president of the
Royal Meteorological Society from 1947 to 1949 and was awarded their prestigious Symons
Gold Medal for 1938. He was made a CBE in 1951.
Dobson inferred correctly that the cause of the warm stratosphere was heating by the
absorption of ultraviolet solar radiation by ozone, and he set out to make measurements of
the amounts and their variability. He decided to measure ozone by observing its absorption in
the solar ultraviolet spectrum using photographic recordings. Invented in the 1920’s, Dobson’s
‘spectrophotometers’ continued to be developed until the 1950s. The apparatus essentially
worked by comparing the intensities of a pair of ultraviolet wavelengths. One wavelength
is partially absorbed by ozone and the other is unaffected. The ratio between them gives a
measure of the amount of ozone in the atmosphere along the light’s path.
Rey’s latest collection ‘Atmosphere’ celebrates the ground breaking work of his great
grandfather and with it attention towards important environmental movements to address
man’s impact on global climate change. As an artist Rey is not only passionate about the
connection of his work with its audience but also in how art has the power to reach an
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awareness of the world around us, beyond what words can achieve.

1 - FIRMAMENT
Captured by a member of the
Expedition 56 Crew from the
International Space Station of a
mid-summer sunrise over the Gulf of
Saint Lawrence.
Powerful movements ascend the piece,
centralised by a warm glow of the first
light of the sun transcending the upper
atmosphere.
SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 40” x 20”
- Large - 60” x 30”
- Extra Large - 96” x 48”
- Super-Size - 116” x 58”
SOURCE:

2 - SPECTRUM
Captured by an astronaut of the sunrise
over the Philippine Sea, the inspirational
image behind the piece captures the
powerful colours of first light’s
movement within the atmosphere.
Strong lines of movement present the
aerial layers above us and the beauty of
the emergence of each day.

SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 40” x 20”
- Large - 60” x 30”
- Extra Large - 96” x 48”
- Super-Size - 116” x 58”
SOURCE:

3 - BEYOND
Captured by a member of the
Expedition 49 Crew, the inspirational
image behind ‘Beyond’ is of a fiery south
Atlantic sunset captured from space.
The image draws in the depths of the
outside void towards a central ascension of the atmosphere with heated
tones of the last light of the day.
SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 20” x 27”
- Large - 30” x 40”
- Extra Large - 40” x 53”
- Super-Size - 45” x 60”

SOURCE:

4 - PORTAL
An astronaut took the inspirational image
behind the artwork of Earth while looking
toward NASA’s next goal for human
exploration: a return to the Moon, with
NASA preparing for future Artemis
missions to the lunar south pole.
The artwork transmits a strong division
of layers to represent humanity’s
separation with its dreams and future
realms.
SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 30” x 30”
- Large - 40” x 40”
- Extra Large - 48” x 48”
- Super-Size - 60” x 60”
SOURCE:

5 - NEOWISE
Sky gazers on Earth and on the
International Space Station had a front
row seat to one of the brightest comets
in decades, with the entrance of the
comet ‘Neowise’ to the earth’s upper
atmosphere.
Bold striking movements transmit the
piece to emanate the powerful impact of
outside forces beyond our world.
SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 40” x 20”
- Large - 60” x 30”
- Extra Large - 96” x 48”
- Super-Size - 116” x 58”
SOURCE:

6 - KARMAN
Clouds trace out the islands of the
Caribbean Sea in this photo taken by an
astronaut from inside the Cupola on the
International Space Station. The bright
turquoise water around the Bahamas
contrasts sharply with the darker blues
of the open ocean.
The artwork transmits powerful lines
of movement in representation of the
divergence of seas across the earth.
SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 20” x 27”
- Large - 30” x 40”
- Extra Large - 40” x 53”
- Super-Size - 45” x 60”

SOURCE:

7 - STRATUM
Strong arcs of movement and energy
transverse the artwork, representing
the ocean’s waves reaching the beach
towards the centre of the piece.
Created from an image taken in Cape
Tribulation, Australia, where part of the
Great Barrier Reef is located. It was shot
during sunrise to create a magical glow,
which transmits across the whole piece
SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 40” x 20”
- Large - 60” x 30”
- Extra Large - 96” x 48”
- Super-Size - 116” x 58”
SOURCE:

8 - GAIA
Fires raging in Alberta sent smoke
plumes far and wide in this inspirational
image captured from the
ISS as humanity continues to face its
effect on global climate change.
Strong lines transcend the artwork to
represent the polarised division in facing
the environmental consequences ahead
of the world.
SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 30” x 30”
- Large - 40” x 40”
- Extra Large - 48” x 48”
- Super-Size - 60” x 60”
SOURCE:

9 - CHASMA
Lightning, airglow, and the Milky Way
galaxy lit up the night sky as astronauts
passed over Kiribati in the central Pacific
when this inspirational image was taken
from the International Space Station.
The curvature of the earths surface
creates a softening across the layers of
atmosphere ascending above the earth
to produce a serene presence for the
artwork.

SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 40” x 20”
- Large - 60” x 30”
- Extra Large - 96” x 48”
- Super-Size - 116” x 58”
SOURCE:

10 - TORRENT
Created from an inspirational satellite
image from NASA of Hurricane Helen,
the piece transmits a vibrant flow of the
descendence of rain.
Shards of light evoke the falling
movement of water, as it descends with
force to the ground.
SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 20” x 27”
- Large - 30” x 40”
- Extra Large - 40” x 53”
- Super-Size - 45” x 60”
SOURCE:

11 - BOREALIS
Taken by an astronaut aboard the
ISS, the inspirational image behind the
artwork captured the green veils and
curtains of an aurora that spanned
thousands of kilometres over Quebec,
Canada.
The artwork transmits a serene flow
of movement and iridescence of light
transmitted by this wondrous natural
phenomena.

SPECIFICATION
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 40” x 20”
- Large - 60” x 30”
- Extra Large - 96” x 48”
- Super-Size - 116” x 58”
SOURCE:

12 - STRATOSPHERE
Produced from an image taken of the
upper atmosphere the piece transmits a
tranquil flow of the spheres above us.
Transcending into the void, a smooth
flow of movement defines the artwork,
depicting the upper echelons above us
and their dissipation into space.

SPECIFICATION:
Lambda UHD C-Type Print (12 Editions)
- Medium - 40” x 20”
- Large - 60” x 30”
- Extra Large - 96” x 48”
- Super-Size - 116” x 58”
SOURCE:
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